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Disclaimer
This presentation (the “Presentation”) has been prepared by The Ardonagh Group Limited (“Ardonagh”) and is its sole responsibility. For purposes hereof, the Presentation shall mean and include the slides that
follow, any oral presentation by Ardonagh or any person on its behalf, any question-and-answer session that may follow the oral presentation, and any materials distributed at, or in connection with, any of the
above.
The information contained in the Presentation has not been independently verified and some of the information is in summary form. No representation or warranty, express or implied, is or will be made by any
person as to, and no reliance should be placed on, the accuracy, fairness or completeness of the information or opinions expressed in the Presentation. No responsibility or liability whatsoever is or will be
accepted by Ardonagh, its shareholders, subsidiaries or affiliates or by any of their respective officers, directors, employees or agents for any loss howsoever arising, directly or indirectly, from any use of the
Presentation or its contents or attendance at the Presentation.
Ardonagh cautions that the Presentation may contain forward looking statements in relation to certain of Ardonagh’s business, plans and current goals and expectations, including, but not limited to, its future
financial condition, performance and results. These forward looking statements can be identified by the use of forward looking terminology, including the words “aims”, “believes”, “estimates”, “anticipates”,
“expects”, “intends”, “may”, “will”, “plans”, “predicts”, “assumes”, “shall”, “continue” or “should” or, in each case, their negative or other variations or comparable terminology or by discussions of strategies,
plans, objectives, targets, goals, future events or intentions. By their very nature, all forward looking statements involve risk and uncertainty because they relate to future events and circumstances which are
beyond Ardonagh’s control, including but not limited to insurance pricing, interest and exchange rates, inflation, competition and market structure, acquisitions and disposals, and regulation, tax and other
legislative changes in those jurisdictions in which Ardonagh, its subsidiaries and affiliates operate. As a result, Ardonagh’s actual future financial condition, performance and results of operations may differ
materially from the plans, goals and expectations set out in any forward looking statement made by Ardonagh. All subsequent written or oral forward looking statements attributable to Ardonagh or to persons
acting on its behalf should be interpreted as being qualified by the cautionary statements included herein. As a result, undue reliance on these forward looking statements should not be placed.
The information and opinions contained in the Presentation have not been audited or necessarily prepared in accordance with international financial reporting standards and are subject to change without
notice. The financial results in this document and the Presentation include certain financial measures and ratios, including EBITDA, Pro Forma Adjusted EBITDA and certain other related measures that are not
presented in accordance with IFRS and are unaudited. These measures may not be comparable to those of other companies. Reference to these non-IFRS financial measures should be considered in addition to
IFRS financial measures, but should not be considered a substitute for results that are presented in accordance with IFRS.
The information contained in the Presentation, including but not limited to any forward-looking statements, is provided as of the date hereof and is not intended to give any assurance as to future results. No
person is under the obligation to update, complete, revise or keep current the information contained in the Presentation, whether as a result of new information, future events or results or otherwise. The
information contained in the Presentation may be subject to change without notice and will not be relied on for any purpose.
The Presentation is solely for informational purposes and does not constitute or form part of, and should not be construed as, an offer to sell or issue securities or otherwise constitute an invitation or
inducement to any person to purchase, underwrite, subscribe to or otherwise acquire securities in Ardonagh or any of its subsidiaries nor does it constitute an invitation or inducement to engage in investment
activity under section 21 of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (“FSMA”). The Presentation does not constitute an invitation to effect any transaction with Ardonagh or to make use of any services
provided by Ardonagh.
The distribution of the Presentation in certain jurisdictions may be restricted by law. Recipients of the Presentation should inform themselves about and observe such restrictions. Ardonagh disclaims any
liability for the distribution of the Presentation by any of its recipients. This document is for distribution only in the United Kingdom and the Presentation is being made only in the United Kingdom to persons
falling within Articles 19, 43, 47 and 49 of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (Financial Promotion) Order 2005 (as amended), to persons who have professional experience in matters relating to
investments or to persons in the United Kingdom to whom this document may otherwise be lawfully distributed. This document is being supplied and the Presentation made to you solely in that capacity for
your information. This document may not be reproduced, redistributed or passed on to any other person, nor may it be published in whole or in part, for any purpose.
By accepting the Presentation, you agree and acknowledge (i) that the Presentation and its contents may contain proprietary information belonging to Ardonagh and (ii) to be bound by the foregoing
limitations, undertakings and restrictions.
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1. Introduction

Ardonagh Group Overview
Ardonagh Group is the leading diversified independent insurance intermediary in the UK

1.1 Ardonagh Group is the result of a carefully targeted acquisition and hiring strategy focused on the UK insurance
market
2.2 Ardonagh Group businesses were specifically selected due to:

a.

Strong management teams

b.

Leading position in their respective market segments

c.

Significant organic growth and acquisition opportunities

d.

Ability to create additional value from portfolio effect without disruption or integration of underlying
businesses

3.3 Presence across the entire insurance value chain allows Ardonagh Group to optimise service to customers and
maximise commission capture
4.4 Highly resilient business model with significant cash flow generation capabilities
5.5 Ardonagh Group is the leading diversified independent insurance intermediary group in the UK and is positioned to
capitalise on the significant benefits of scale across all its segments
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Evolution of Ardonagh Group
Ardonagh Group is the result of a carefully crafted acquisition strategy executed since 2015
Acquisition of majority
stake in Broker Network
by HPS and MDP

HPS investment
in Towergate

2015

Apr

Dec

2016

Creation of Nevada and
acquisition of majority
stake in Price Forbes

Jun

Acquisition of
majority stake in
Autonet

Q3’16 – Q1’17 Nov

MDP equity investment of
£180m in Towergate and
Nevada

2017

Acquisition of Direct Group
and Chase Templeton

2018

Launch of Ardonagh
Group brand

Core
Shareholders

Industry
Experience

Multiple Insurance
Broker Investments
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Ardonagh Group Strategic Vision
Ardonagh Group is a diverse insurance intermediary with strong capabilities across the insurance value chain

Highly Efficient
Service Platform

 Leading service offering
 Scale claims operations

 Complementary MGA
capabilities

expertise
 Traditional & select digital
distribution

 Specialised MGA capability
 SME & consumer focused

combined with global reach

 Large and diversified earnings
base

 Attractive specialist

Health Care Market
Leader

independent UK insurance
intermediary group

 Extensive local footprint

 Broad UK coverage and

UK Broking & MGA
Foundation

 Leading diversified

proposition
 Growth engine
 Leading independent UK PMI  Proven acquisition platform
provider

 Well positioned to deliver
strong organic growth

 Highly diversified, stable, and
cash generative business
model

Digital Market
Leader

 Leading digital van broker
 Premier digital platform

 Built for scale

 Market leading, highly
experienced management
team

International
Wholesale

 Complex risks
 Leading independent
Lloyd’s broker

 Blue chip brand
 Recruiting top industry
talent

 Early and continued
engagement with the FCA
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Strategy in Action
Ardonagh Group diversified model is able to address and service all of the Brewery’s insurance needs

The Brewery

Insurance
Needs

The Staff

The Vehicles

•

Private Medical
Insurance

•

Van

•

Goods in Transit

•

Premium Finance

•

Commercial Property

•

Employers’ Liability

•

•

Dental

Public Liability

•

Household

The Cargo

•

Marine (Cargo)

Ardonagh
Broker
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Multiple Avenues to Capture Incremental Commission
Integration across the value chain gives Ardonagh Group the opportunity to maximise commission
Illustrative proportion of premium / policy economics captured by Ardonagh Group’s business model

Market
Characteristics
High £ / Policy
Low Volume

Policy
Premium
(£)

Premium to Carriers

4,000

6%

Low £/ Policy
High Volume

8%

Distribution

MGA

Wholesale

Services

12%

20%

4%

8% 3% 4%

4% 4% 4%

Other Income

25%

34%

Premium to Carrier

International Wholesale

Advisory Commerical
Combined

CUSTOMER

CAPITAL

6%

400

e.g. American
Airlines, Exxon

Ardonagh Group Economics

40,000

Customer
Characteristics

Retail
Household
e.g. Private Motor,
Home
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Ardonagh Group Business Model
Distribution
PF Income %
Contribution
(£491m) (1)

2
1

Distribution
Model

PF Adj. EBITDA
(£134m) (1)(2)

£313m
64%

Leading SME and consumer focused general
insurance broker in the UK

Market Position

Product
Focus

Wholesale
£81m

£97m

16%

20%

Leading UK independent wholesale broker

•
•
•
•

Small and Medium Enterprises (SME) insurance
Auto & Van
Specialist Home
Specialist niches including Private Medical

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Face-to-face, local office
Online (direct and price comparison websites)
Via specialist contact centres
Mortgage brokers

• Design and placement of risks from all major
international (re)insurance markets in London,
Bermuda and Europe

£94m (30% Margin)

MGA & Services

Large and complex specialty risk
Marine
Energy
Professional Liability

£18m (23% Margin)

Leading full service MGA in the UK
Leading provider of claims management and postsales servicing in the UK
MGA
• Commercial Lines
• Life and Protection
• Specialty Personal
• Specialty Commercial
• Agriculture
• Motor

Services
• Post-sales servicing
• End-to-end claims
management

• Premium sourced from external and internal
brokers
• Global capability
• Insurers, corporates and affinities
• Carriers, underwriters and brokers

£25m (26% Margin)

Selected
Comparables
(1)
(2)

As of 31/12/16
As defined in Offering Memorandum issued June 2017
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The Group Holdings

Distribution

Wholesale

MGA & Services
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Successful Towergate Business Transformation
Transformation strategy in place designed to drive efficiencies and support income growth
Phase 1: Fix (2015/2016)

Phase 2: Build (2016/2017)

Phase 3: Grow (2018+)

Critical Back Office Fixes
Income Stabilisation

New Specialisms, Distribution Channels and
Producers
Ongoing Infrastructure Optimisation

Maximize Operating Leverage
Continued Growth

Legacy Towergate
Number of Policies

Implement
Sustainable
Business
Strategy

✓








c. 2.5m
Reliance on one-off, non-recurring trading deals
3% underlying organic income decline (2015)
Paymentshield in decline
> 300 acquisitions
No integration
Poor transition of Small Business Unit customers
Lack of centralized / standardized practices

Today

✓

c. 2.8m

✓

Normalized commission model and sustainable long-term carrier
relationships

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

Focus on organic growth

✓
✓

Considerable reduction in total staff turnover

Cloud-based infrastructure (Microsoft Azure)

Paymentshield new product sales driving income growth
Highly disciplined and prudent approach to acquisition activity
Investing in new producers
Customers transitioned to new dedicated centers
Centralized vendor contracts to drive operational efficiencies

Stabilise
People




Exceptionally high staff turnover





Inadequate investment in IT infrastructure

Upgrade
IT

Scattered network of servers

✓
✓
✓





Hundreds of bank accounts

✓

Material reduction in bank accounts coupled with cash management
initiatives unlocking working capital efficiencies

✓
✓

Robotics driven processes underway

Finance
Transformation

Significant producer attrition

Myriad front end systems

Inefficient, manual processes

Poorly executed attempt at centralization, in-business finance and
accounting

Growing producer base in last 18 months

Industry-leading technology outsource partners (Accenture)
Seamless, “21st century back” office

Centralized center of excellence being established
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Key Achievements in H1 2017
• Appointed leaders for our new divisional operating model
People

• Transformational new hires secured and gaining traction
• Established a robust pipeline of additional high value producing individuals
• Continued strong progress on transformation plan

Business
Transformation

• Accelerated elements of transformation plan in order to deliver benefits earlier
• Delivered strong progress on synergies ahead of plan

M&A

• Announced acquisition of Healthy Pets, completed in September 2017
• Developed robust, strategically focused and highly accretive M&A pipeline

• Launched Ardonagh, a combination of the celtic words for “warrior” and “on high” to capture the spirit of our journey
Brands

• Rebranding Underwriting to GEO Underwriting Services in next 12 months
• Continued mission to provide customers unrivaled choice and independent advice
• Continued positive underlying organic income growth

Financial
Performance

• Expansion of Adj. EBITDA(1) margin and accelerated conversion of pro forma adjustments into cash cost savings

• Reduction in Net Leverage(1) and improvement in FCCR(1) vs. numbers set out in June 2017 bond financing materials
(1)

As defined in Offering Memorandum issued June 2017
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H1 2017 Transformation Update
Significant progress made since 2015, business transformed and ready to support growth ambitions

Transformation Plan

Actions Completed
•

•

IT Transformation

•

Infrastructure upgrade through top quality
partners (Accenture, BT, Microsoft)
Rationalisation of licenses and systems

•
•

Initial program essentially complete, network
& infrastructure fully transformed
850 servers decommissioned and 3 data
centers closed, now using Azure Cloud
>4,000 users upgraded to Windows 10

Remaining Actions
•
•
•

Finance
Transformation

SBU Turnaround

Property Cost
Reduction
Operational
Efficiency
Broker Systems
Consolidation

•
•
•

•
•
•

Standardising and automating processes
Outshore and offshore appropriate activities
Cash management optimisation

Address legacy SME centre issues
Regain customer loyalty
Reduce customer complaints

•
•

•
•

Further rationalisation of surplus space
25% of smaller supplier contracts under
renegotiation

Reduced reliance on agency and temp staff
Reduction in staff numbers through
streamlined processes
Established procurement program

•

Ongoing supplier rationalisation and
negotiation
Looking at broader group opportunities

Implementation planning completed and first
roll-outs commenced in 2017 to our larger
branches, migrating 256 users across 16
branches

•

Footprint reduced from 140 to 90 locations
75% reduction in number of suppliers
including security, cleaning and repairs
Move to new London office and lease exits
from old premises complete

Focus on middle and back office efficiencies
Supplier contract terms renegotiation across
all spend categories
Staff mix change and capacity planning

•
•

Improve income management and product
placement
Increase back office support efficiency
Increase new business and retention

•

•
•

Initiative complete

•
•

•
•

•

•

Site rationalisation underway
Early closure of Manchester site
Drastic improvement in number of
complaints

Contract renegotiation and rationalisation
Footprint reduction

•

•

Completion of headcount reduction from
leveraging technology
Completion of segment process activity to be
transferred to Accenture
Complete robotics and process automation

Milestones in place with Accenture
70% robotics and process automation
delivered

•
•
•

•
•

•

•

Large contracts cancelled and will run off
during 2017
Rationalising licenses and suppliers

•

•

Roll out accelerated plan in structure and
controlled manner, ensuring financial wins
achieved
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Positive and Increasing Organic Growth
• Strong historical growth across Autonet, Direct Group and Price Forbes

Ardonagh Group Is An
Organic Growth Success
Story

• Towergate stabilised and has organically grown income in the last 2 reported quarters
• Increased stability in workforce, with voluntary staff turnover reduced by more than a third since Q4 2015, a
leading indicator for improved client retention and new business opportunities

• Achieve sustainable mid – single digit organic growth across Ardonagh segments through:
▪ Improved carrier and supplier arrangements delivering sustainable income growth
Objective For Organic
Mid-Single Digit
Income Growth

▪ Key hires in Wholesale across several specialisms including Energy, North America Binders, North America
Property, International Liability, Construction, Sports and Life Sciences
▪ Key hires in MGA including specialties in London Markets, Terrorism and Cyber and International MGA
• Full income impact of new producers to be fully recognised in the next 12-24 months

• Use market presence across the value chain to drive cross sell opportunities

Additional Organic
Upside Opportunities

• Utilise market expertise to expand specialty programs
• Enhance marketing across digital platforms
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2. Business Highlights

Business Highlights

11.

Leading diversified independent UK insurance intermediary group

22.

Extensive local footprint combined with global reach

33.

Large and diversified earnings base

44.

Delivering strong organic growth

55.

Highly diversified, stable, and cash generative business model

66.

Market leading, highly experienced management team
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Leading Diversified Independent UK Insurance Intermediary Group
Leading diversified independent broker and top 10 broker overall in the UK market with c.£2.9bn GWP
(£ in millions)

UK Insurance Broker Rankings by Income

£953
£866

International

£758

Personal

£718

Commercial

£650

London

£507 £491
£387
£285

£243 £229 £223 £219
£146 £131
£109

£75

£69

Distribution
•

Leading independent SME and specialty personal lines-focused UK broker,
distributing 3rd party and own branded insurance products

•

Leading UK provider of property related insurance products via mortgage
brokers

•

UK’s leading van broker with significant share

•

Strong provider of Buildings & Contents (B&C) and Mortgage Payment
Protection Insurance

•

UK’s leading private medical insurance intermediary

£64

£63

£62

£61

£56

£55

£55

£41

£40

£38

£36

£36

£35

£32

Wholesale
•

Price Forbes is a leading independent London and international wholesale
broker

MGA & Services
•
•

Leading UK MGA
Leading UK broker services network and leading claims management
platform

Source: IMAS Corporate Finance and Insurance Times Top 50 Brokers 2016
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Extensive Local Footprint Combined with Global Reach
Extensive UK distribution network linked to international markets
Wholesale Markets
Distribution
Wholesale
MGA & Services

Distribution
•

7 national contact centers each with a product focus online and on
the phone

•

80 local offices across the country serving local clients

Wholesale
•

London headquartered, in close proximity to Lloyd’s and London
market

MGA & Services
•

9 local offices serving local brokers

•

Highly efficient operations centre in Doncaster
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Large and Diversified Earnings Base
Highly Diversified Business Model
•

No GWP or income concentration around key producers

•

No material income concentration on any specific customer

•

No material concentration of total GWP written by a single
carrier

2016 Pro Forma Income
MGA &
Services
20%

•

Strong customer and producer retention figures for 2016
across the segments

Wholesale

16%
64%

Distribution

2016 Pro Forma Income: £491m
2016 Pro Forma Adjusted EBITDA

•

Long-term relationships with all key carriers, underpinned by
recently renewed capacity agreements

MGA &
Services
18%

Wholesale

13%
69%
Distribution

2016 Pro Forma Adjusted BEITDA: £134m
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Highly Diversified, Stable, and Cash Generative Business Model
Strong foundation, poised to achieve substantial growth and rapid organic deleveraging
Pro Forma Income
(£ in millions)

Targeted Net Debt / Pro Forma Adjusted EBITDA1

£491
£97
5.7x

£81

Rapid organic deleveraging
driven by well progressed costreduction plans

£313
2016
Pro Forma Adjusted EBITDA
(£ in millions)

£134
£25
£18
£94

27%
27%
23%

31%

Recent LBO leverage in insurance brokerage 6.5x – 7.5x

2016
Distribution

(1)

Wholesale

MGA & Services

Based on Offering Memorandum issued June 2017

Opening

Total

% Margin
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3. Financial Highlights

2016 Pro Forma Adjusted EBITDA of £134m
(£ in millions)

Towergate

Price Forbes

Autonet

Direct Group

Chase
Templeton

Pro Forma
Adj.

Pro Forma

(£26.2)

£5.5

£10.8

£1.1

£2.6

—

—

Depreciation and Amortisation

44.1

1.4

0.8

5.4

3.8

—

—

Non-recurring Costs

18.3

3.6 (2)

0.6

1.1

—

—

—

Group Reorganisation Costs

10.3

—

—

—

—

—

—

Regulatory Costs

4.2

—

—

—

—

—

—

Other

0.7

—

—

—

—

—

—

£51.6

£10.5

£12.2

£7.6

£6.4

£46.0

£134.3

Operating Profit from Statutory Accounts

Adjusted

EBITDA (1)

Pro Forma Adjustments

£35m of run-rate savings less £3.3m of Board and other costs Towergate
Primarily FX Price Forbes
Autonet
Direct Group

Primarily annualising impact of acquisitions Chase Templeton
Primarily cost synergies and central costs Central
Total Pro Forma Adjustments

Note: Further details as noted in the Offering Memorandum issued in June 2017
(1) As defined in Offering Memorandum issued June 2017
(2) Price Forbes Strategic Report 2016

£31.7
8.7
—
(0.1)
1.8
4.0
£46.0
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2016 Towergate Transformation Plan Update
£56m cost savings identified and committed (20% reduction in 2015 cost base) with c. 1 year
average payback – 61% complete at end March ‘17 with 50% one-off spend paid before March ‘17
Initiative

Annualised
Savings to
end Q1’17

Annualised
Savings to end
2017

Total MediumTerm Savings

Total One-off
Costs

Progress to Date

IT Transformation

£6m

£7m

£7m

£19m






Finance
Transformation

£4m

£13m

£14m

£21m





Contract signed with Accenture
Investment in robotics and process automation started
Completed initial process engineering activities

SBU Turnaround

£7m

£7m

£7m

£4m



Closed Milton Keynes and Manchester locations



Footprint reduced by 21% with locations reduced from 140 to 98 (Jan‘15
to date)
Consolidated suppliers across cleaning, waste, repairs & maintenance
and security
Back office operational process efficiency
Reduced reliance on agency and temporary staff
Commenced supplier rationalisation and procurement using external
parties

Property Cost
Reduction

£4m

£5m

£5m

£1m

Operational
Efficiency

£13m

£16m

£18m

£2m

Broker Systems
Consolidation

--

--

£5m

£12m

Total

£34m








£48m

£56m

Programme essentially completed in Q1’17
Including server migration to Azure Cloud
Improvements to networks and telephony
Over 4,000 users upgraded to Windows 10

Detailed implementation planning for consolidation of broker systems
completed
First roll-outs commenced in 2017

£59m

£13m of £48m savings already achieved in FY2016 resulting in £35m pro forma adjustment to the 2016 Towergate results
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Additional Benefits Excluded in 2016 £134m Pro Forma Adj. EBITDA
£16m EBITDA uplift from medium-term identified cost savings, signed contracts and near-term revenue
synergies have been excluded from Pro Forma Adjusted EBITDA
(£ in millions)

Signed contracts resulting
in profitability
step-change in 2017

Near-term identified
and committed
income synergies

Potential
additional
profitability

£2

£6
Medium-term identified
and committed cost savings

£16
No cost to achieve additional
income benefits

£8
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Ardonagh Group Financial Targets
Expected continued delivery against targets indicated during June 2017 refinancing

1.1 Mid-single digit organic income growth, underpinned by market growth and investments made in income producers
2.2 2019 EBITDA margin c. 30%
3.3 Operating cash conversion 80-90%
4.4 Project capex and exceptional costs largely complete by the end of 2018, £45-55m spend expected through 2018
5.5 ETV: Gross £45-65m before any insurance, vendor or asset recoveries (estimated to be c.£12m)
6.6 Positive levered free cash flow expected for 2018
7.7 Rapid organic deleveraging
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Concluding Remarks
Ardonagh Group is the leading diversified independent insurance intermediary group in the UK

✓ We have created Ardonagh Group to capitalise on highly supportive market tailwinds in a
structurally attractive sector

✓ The leading independent player in the market, an ideal platform for future growth
✓ Strong combination of market leading management team and board, deep product expertise and
wide presence across entire value chain

✓ Highly resilient business model with attractive cash flow generation capabilities
✓ HPS and MDP share management’s vision and are fully committed to supporting its implementation
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